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on the growing demands for information in the due diligence process, and
how it is changing the way investors, managers and service providers work

The alTernaTive fund arena
is quickly evolving, wiTh new
regulaTions, fund managers’
needs, invesTors’ demands and
service providers’ Tools

”
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nformation has always been a key
differentiator in the alternative investment arena. This remains the same
but the type of information that is in
demand has changed. As regulation transforms the industry, it has become more and
more clear that information is at the centre
of the changes.
The key driver is that institutional investors are asking for more and more customised information. Investors, seeking ways
to boost returns, are increasing allocations
to alternative investments, but as institutional funds flow back into alternatives,
they are looking to acquire a better understanding of the funds’ investment strategy,
and more importantly, their risk profiles.
Investors are asking for information that
helps them determine all aspects of risk:
performance, operational and global risks.
And, certainly, all investors are working
hard to avoid headline risk by conducting
comprehensive reviews as they select alternative fund managers.

Whereas in the past, the due diligence
process would just review the fund, now
it often extends to a review of partners
and service providers. Today, investors
frequently send their own questionnaires
to the providers of the funds that they are
evaluating, rather than relying on the funds
to provide information about their thirdparty providers.
As part of the overall due diligence, some
of the key questions investors are asking
include: “How financially secure and solid
is the provider?”, “Do they have the team
of experts, systems, operational processes
to support our tools for information?”, and
“Is the counterparty risk sufficiently diversified?” Providers dedicated to meeting the
needs of fund manager/investors continue
to invest in systems, operations and teams
of experts who are always looking for new
ways to collect and disseminate data.
In turn, alternative fund managers are
certainly providing more reporting to meet
investors’ requirements. General partners

(GPs) continue to seek the right tools that
offer the level of reporting and ability to
customise the information their clients
seek. In addition, alternative fund managers are also using additional reporting tools
to provide insight into their own business
management. They have always had sophisticated performance and risk-analysis tools,
but today general partners are also seeking
insight into their operational risks. Rather
than relying on internal resources, more
and more GPs are outsourcing their operations to trusted, independent providers.
They want to ensure that they benefit from
state-of-the-art systems and processes and
free up internal resources to focus on investment management.
Lastly, alternative investment services
administrators are being asked for more
information tools from their clients. Today,
institutional investors often provide input
on which service providers they have confidence in and would like to rely upon. For
the GPs, it has become a clear competitive
advantage to select a service provider that
becomes an asset as they seek additional
investors.
The alternative fund arena is quickly
evolving, with new regulations, fund managers’ needs, investors’ demands and service providers’ tools. All stakeholders are reevaluating their operating models and their
ability to focus on core competencies, and
assessing which experts to partner with to
achieve their goals. One common theme is
the quest for information in order to evaluate performance, mitigate risks and successfully manage businesses.
As Dr Johnson wrote: “Knowledge is of
two kinds. We know a subject ourselves,
or we know where we can find information
upon it”. Investors are increasingly pursuing
the latter and alternative fund managers are
leveraging service providers with the expertise to help them meet this challenge. n
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“expecT us To do Three

To four invesTmenTs
This year, and There’s a
probabiliTy one of Them
will be in asia”

Patric de Gentile-Williams, cOO Of lOndOn-based seeder
firm caPital advisOrs, reveals an interest in asian start-uP
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“i don’T believe They will

soluTion has now been
validaTed as The way
for The fuTure for
insTiTuTional invesTors”

move away from funds of
hedge funds”

the GrOWth in seGreGated accOunts is a siGn Of thinGs tO
cOme, says nathanael benzaken, head Of develOPment at
the lyxOr manaGed accOunt PlatfOrm

dOn steinbruGGe, chief executive Of third-Party marketinG firm
aGecrOft Partners, believes that smaller, under-resOurced
PensiOn Plans still favOur fohfs Over direct investment
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